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In this paper, we introduce Mago, a novel system that can infer a person's mode of transport (MOT) using the Hall-effect magnetic
sensor and accelerometer present in most smart devices. When a vehicle is moving, the motions of its mechanical components
such as the wheels, transmission and the differential distort the earth’s magnetic field. The magnetic field is distorted
corresponding to the vehicle structure (e.g., bike chain or car transmission system), which manifests itself as a strong signal for
sensing a person's transportation modality. We utilize this magnetic signal combined with the accelerometer and design a robust
algorithm for the MOT detection. In particular, our system extracts frame-based features from the sensor data and can run in
nearly real-time with only a few seconds of delay. We evaluated Mago using over 70 hours of daily commute data from 7
participants and the leave-one-out analysis of our cross-user, cross-device model reports an average accuracy of 94.4% among
seven classes (stationary, bus, bike, car, train, light rail and scooter). Besides MOT, our system is able to reliably differentiate
the phone's in-car position at an average accuracy of 92.9%. We believe Mago could potentially benefit many contextually-aware
applications that require MOT detection such as a digital personal assistant or a life coaching application.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Understanding human activities is one key element to construct a smart environment and has great
potential to benefit many applications such as personal healthcare, life coaching or recommender
systems. It is critical to provide a low-cost, easily accessible sensing modality for activity monitoring
and inferencing. Smart phones have become ubiquitous and part of our daily lives, hence the sensors
built into the phones offer a great opportunity to enable an always-available sensing platform for human
activity detection. This paper focuses on one specific type of human context, determining the mode of
transport (MOT), that is, the modality used by a person to travel from one point to another. In particular,
we focus on human-powered or motorized forms of transportation, but not physical activities such as
walking or running. There are many contextually-aware applications that require such mode of
transport recognition capability. For example, a personal assistant could utilize the mode of transport
information to understand that the person took public transit to work (and did not drive), so it can
customize the alert for the next appointment taking that into account for the travel route/time. Another
example could be a life coaching application where it can make relevant suggestions such as getting off
the bus one stop earlier to get some walking time if taking transit, but would advise parking at a lot
further away if driving. In an intelligent transport application, we could crowdsource the MOT detection
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results and use them to better infer the traffic scenarios for different types of commuters. Finally, a
destination prediction algorithm could potentially get improved by merging transportation information
into its model.
Previous solutions for MOT inference were mainly based on accelerometer, GPS or GSM (cell tower
information), and sometimes combined with audio information [Hemminki et al. 2013], [Shah et al.
2014]. Traditional accelerometer-only solutions tend to suffer from accuracy issues and generalization
to different cars and buses since it relies on the acceleration/deceleration patterns of the specific vehicle
and hence the patterns are not consistent across different vehicles of the same general class. In addition,
when people use their smart phones, the accelerometer gets impacted by human motion and can throw
off the classifier, as the process of disaggregating the vehicle acceleration from human motion is
extremely challenging, making the system less robust and error-prone. To counteract this problem of
the accelerometer data, a large time window needs to be observed before making a classification
(typically 60+ seconds as compared to 5 seconds for our system) thus increasing the system latency and
driving up the computational cost substantially. Finally, accelerometer data is most useful during
periods of acceleration/braking of the vehicle and less so during periods when it is moving smoothly at
constant speed. While GPS doesn’t suffer from the problem of generalization or get affected by other
motion, it is very power hungry due to continuous data collection at high resolution. In addition, there
are many corner cases, where it is hard to distinguish between different vehicles that follow similar
paths (e.g., parallel highway and railroad), and in order to distinguish these corner cases, the latency
is even larger than accelerometer-based systems. It is not atypical to have classification latencies on
the order of 5 minutes for a GPS-based system. Magnetic sensing is another promising approach for the
transit mode detection, but previous work was only evaluated on a limited set of vehicles and required
custom, bulky hardware which makes it infeasible to merge such a form factor into existing wearable
or smart devices [E. J. Wang et al. 2015].
In order to address these shortcomings in existing MOT solutions, we present Mago, a novel system
that can detect people's transportation behavior using the fusion of a Hall-effect magnetic sensor and
an accelerometer. We discovered that the mechanical motions of a moving vehicle can yield observable
distorted magnetic fields. The distortion in the magnetic data is harmonically synchronous with the
wheel/gear rotations in a vehicle's transmission system, manifesting themselves as alternatingly
changing (AC) magnetic fluxes, and highly correlated to the vehicle speed (see Fig 3-1). We only utilize
frame features from the sensors' power spectrum which allows our system to run in near real time with
only a few seconds of delay. To our best knowledge, Mago is the first system that leverages the Halleffect sensor, which was previously considered not feasible, for MOT detection [E. J. Wang et al. 2015].
This new discovery shows the possibility to turn any smart phone into a transit-aware device, and has
the potential to better support a variety of applications such as personal assistant, intelligent transport
[Geis and Schulz 2015] and smart cities [Mone 2015], [Glasmeier and Christopherson 2015].
In conclusion, our key contributions include: (1) discovering the distorted magnetic fields caused by
the mechanical motions of a moving vehicle, (2) exploring Hall-effect sensors, and repurposing them for
transportation detection, (3) fusing the Hall-effect sensor and accelerometer to build a robust model for
transit detection that can be implemented on a smart phone without adding any extra hardware.
2. RELATED WORK
Detecting the mode of transport (MOT) can be considered a specific category of activity inference, which
has been widely studied in the field of human computer interaction and ubiquitous computing [Lane et
al. 2010]. Initial work in this field required customized wearable devices [Consolvo et al. 2014],
[Froehlich et al. 2009], [He and Jin 2009], [Huynh et al. 2008]; however smart phones built with
different types of sensors have subsequently been shown to be an effective device for human activity
inference [Lu et al. 2010]. The sensing techniques that these prototypes leverage for MOT detection can
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be divided into three main categories: (1) location-based (such as GPS, GSM and WiFi) [Shah et al.
2014], [Chen, Harniss, et al. 2013], (2) acceleration-based [Maitland et al. 2006], [Hemminki et al. 2013]
and (3) magnetic sensing [E. J. Wang et al. 2015]. In this section, we will go through these approaches
that aim to infer a person's transportation patterns and articulate their advantages and shortcomings,
and how we overcome these challenges by fusing a Hall-effect sensor and accelerometer.
Location-based
GPS (Global Positioning System) sensors are commonly found in current smart devices. The GPS logger
records a person's locations and speed, and the mode of transport can be indirectly inferred from these
GPS trajectories. Liao et al. built a graph-based model from the GPS trajectories to identify the
transportation patterns without using any manual labels [Liao, Patterson, et al. 2007]. Zheng et al. used
a similar approach that is able to segment different transportation modalities from the GPS traces
[Zheng et al. 2010]. Other researchers combined GPS and GIS (Geographic Information Systems) data
[Stenneth et al. 2011] such as GTFS (General Transit Feed Specification) [Shah et al. 2014] to improve
the accuracy. The major limitation of using a GPS is its high-power demand; batteries can only last a
few hours when continuously logging. As mentioned in [Hemminki et al. 2013], the power consumption
from the GPS sampling is around 176 mW (as compared to our approach of leveraging the Hall-effect
sensor and accelerometer that consume only around 48 mW and 21 mW, respectively). Also, GTFS
information is not always available and is typically used only in major cities in North America, Europe
and Australia with much less usage in other parts of the world, which limits its ubiquity. Our approach
does not rely on either the GPS or GIS and hence, is more power efficient and could be easily deployed
to the places where GTFS information is not available.
Another location-based MOT detection technique leverages surrounding cell tower information [Sohn
et al. 2006], [Liao, Fox, et al. 2007], [Bloch et al. 2015]. Some researchers further combine the GSM
traces with audio and accelerometer to enhance the detection accuracy [Zhou et al. 2013]. Although
more power efficient, this approach relies on the fingerprints of the GSM traces and the training model
must be route-based, making the system difficult for the large-scale deployment. Our method on the
other hand senses the magnetic-field and vibration patterns directly from the vehicle itself and hence
the training process is route-independent and highly scalable.
Accelerometer-based
Accelerometers on smart phones are probably the most commonly used sensor for human activity
inference and has shown impressive results for many applications [Bao and Intille 2004], [Lester et al.
2006], [He and Jin 2009]. When a vehicle is on the move, the acceleration and deceleration patterns
vary with the type of transportation which can be leveraged for the MOT detection. Researchers first
attempted to use the accelerometer for non-motorized transit detection (that is, walking, running,
biking, etc.) [Ravi et al. 2005], [Miluzzo et al. 2008], [Lu et al. 2010]. Wang et al. leveraged the built-in
accelerometer on a smart phone to detect the transportation types [S. Wang et al. 2010]. Reddy et al.
combined the GPS receiver and the accelerometer on a smartphone to identify whether a person is in
the state of stationary, running, walking or using a motorized vehicle [Reddy et al. 2010]. Hemminki et
al. improved Wang's approach by intelligently removing the unwanted earth’s gravity from the
acceleration data [Hemminki et al. 2013]. These existing approaches however depend on the bagging
features from a full cycle of acceleration and deceleration pattern, and can introduce tens of seconds to
minutes of delay, making it hard for a real-time application (e.g., real-time route planning). It is also
difficult to distinguish vehicles that have similar acceleration patterns such as cars and buses (or trains
and subways). Another major challenge of this approach is the noise inherent from human motion (e.g.,
using a mobile phone when on the train). The acceleration caused by the human movement (e.g.,
walking or using the phone in the train) is usually three to five times stronger than that of the vehicle,
and they both overlap in the power spectrum (below 10 Hz). These systems most likely need a more
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complicated model to first differentiate human motion and vehicle acceleration before the MOT
detection algorithm can be performed. Unlike these systems, Mago does not rely on the
acceleration/deceleration patterns (that is, the bagging feature); we instead extract the vibration
patterns from the whole power spectrum of the acceleration data.
Magnetic-field Sensing
Magnetic sensing is an approach that has been briefly explored for sensing human activities [Itoh 1980],
[Lenz and Edelstein 2006]. Magnetic sensing has also been used in vehicle detection systems by
embedding these sensors (induction loops or anisotropic magnetoresistance sensors) in the roadway
[Markevicius et al. 2016] and additionally they can determine the type of vehicle by measuring the
length of vehicle passing over the sensors. In contrast to these infrastructure-based systems, Wang et
al. developed a personal sensing solution and built custom hardware to detect a person's transit mode
(MagnifiSense [E. J. Wang et al. 2015]). In MagnifiSense, the authors utilized three orthogonal coils to
capture the magneto-inductive fields around the user when wearing the sensing hardware. It shows
impressive results for appliance-based activity inference and a limited set of transit mode detections.
Our work is closest to and inspired by [E. J. Wang et al. 2015]. Although conceptually similar, these
two research projects have fundamentally different goals and application domains; the physical
phenomenon that we leverage and the corresponding algorithm are also completely different. First,
MagnifiSense attempts to utilize the magnetic field generated from the vehicle alternator (usually up
to 3 to 10 kHz) for the transit detection. For this purpose, the sensing hardware must sample at a high
data rate to sense a wide range of magnetic fields. Consequently, the authors built a customized
magneto-induction sensor that includes three big orthogonal metal coils, which makes it infeasible as a
wearable solution for daily usage. Second, vehicles of different types might use a similar alternator
design and inherently generate similar magnetic patterns. This fact of using alternator-based magnetic
fields also makes it difficult to differentiate a big car (e.g., SUV) and a small bus. In MagnifiSense, the
car only reports an average accuracy of 46% and includes a 20% confusion with buses. Finally, electric
vehicles do not use alternators, so such a technique will probably not be able to detect this new and
growing class of vehicles on the road. Third, MagnifiSense mainly focuses on the in-home appliance
detection and is only evaluated on three types of motorized vehicles (namely gasoline car, bus and train);
whether this technology could be scaled to other public transportation and vehicle types is still unknown.
Mago, on the other hand, leverages the distorted Earth's magnetic fields caused by a vehicle's
mechanical motions (e.g., gears / wheel rotations). These distorted fields are usually below 50 Hz and
can be captured by a Hall-effect sensor, one type of magnetometer present in almost all smart phones.
Our system could therefore be easily incorporated into a smart phone/watch without adding any extra
hardware. In addition, as we sense the magnetic fields distortions directly related to the vehicle's
mechanical motions, we are able to study the nuance in the magnetic fields from similar vehicles. This
also allows us to more reliably attribute these signals to various vehicles types that instrument similar
engines or alternators (such as the aforementioned SUV and a small bus). With the combination of
using the Hall-effect sensor and accelerometer, our generic model that is trained using the entire
dataset from 3 devices presents an average accuracy of 81.3% from the bus and 99% from the car (see
Fig 5-1, left). Finally, we evaluate our approach on a variety of vehicles that are not covered by the
previous work [E. J. Wang et al. 2015], [Markevicius et al. 2016], including hybrid/electric cars and
trains, light rail, scooters and a non-motorized vehicle (bicycle). Combining the vibration signals from
the accelerometer, we report an average accuracy of 94.4% using a cross-device, cross-user neural
network model as detailed later.
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Fig. 3-1. Distorted magnetic field of a car and the corresponding car speed from the GPS data (left) and their correlation (right).
The dominant frequency (left, bottom) well aligns with the car's speed (left, top). If the wheel size is known, the car speed can be
calculated directly from the dominant frequency (at around 600s, 9.83 Hz * tire circumference of 71.9 inch = 40.16 miles / hour).
A correlation coefficient of 0.91 further confirms such observations.

3. THEORY OF OPERATION
Before talking about the system design, we present some requisite background knowledge and our
findings of in-vehicle magnetic sensing. We will also discuss some of the inherent challenges in magnetic
sensing for MOT detection, and how we resolve these issues by using the accelerometer.
Magnetism Basics
The magnetic-field strength H at an arbitrary position p in space can be defined by two parameters (1)
r, the distance between the magnetic source and p, and (2) θ, the angle between the magnetic source’s
north pole and p. The field strength H can be further decomposed into two orthogonal vectors Hr (the
radial component at p) and Hθ (the tangential component at p). These two vectors form a basis in the
2D magnetic field space and their mathematical representation can be stated in terms of r and θ (where
M is the magnetic moment) [Kraichman 1970]:
Hr = M cosθ / 2πr3

(1)

Hθ = M sinθ / 4πr3

(2)

For the in-vehicle magnetic sensing, it is not possible to decompose H into these two fields as the sensor
orientation is arbitrary and unknown. The projection from the 3D sensor readings to this 2D magnetic
space requires an exhaustive search from all possible rotation angles [Chen, Lyons, et al. 2013].

Fig. 3-2. The decomposition of the aggregated magnetic field in Figure 3-1 into x-axis (left), y-axis (middle) and z-axis (right)
component. Each axis yields nearly the same magnetic signatures with a slightly different magnitude. It shows that these vehicledistorted magnetic fields are orientation agnostic and features can be extracted simply from the aggregated field.
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Fig. 3-3. The power spectrum of the magnetometer data from six different types of vehicles. This signal differentiation attributes
to each vehicle's distinctive mechanical designs which yield various distorted magnetic patterns.

However, in our MOT algorithm, we only leverage the total magnetic field variations and extract
features from its power spectrum, and hence there is no need to perform such decompositions.
Field Distortion from the Mechanical Motions
Equations 1 and 2 describe the trajectory of a magnetic flux when it passes through the air. We should
note that the constant variable M in Eq. 1 and 2 is related to the permeability of the material that the
fluxes travel through [Kraichman 1970]; a material with a higher permeability means that a flux can
more easily flow through it. When these magnetic fluxes flow through a ferrous media such as metal or
an external electromagnetic field, the trajectory of fluxes are distorted due to the change in the
permeability [Magnetic Shields Ltd. 2012]. Such distortion is considered as a strong interference and
can disturb the magnetometer readings on the smartphone. If this interference becomes severe, phones
typically ask the user to recalibrate the magnetometer by rotating it in the air.
Such metal-induced field distortion is exactly the fundamental phenomenon that we leverage in
Mago. A motorized vehicle usually includes three major parts: (1) an engine and alternator that
generates the power to drive the main axle and the electrical components, (2) a transmission system
that regulates the gears and (3) the differential that adapts the car wheel rotations when making turns
or moving on uneven surfaces. A hybrid vehicle (such as Toyota Prius) usually has two separate engines,
driven respectively by gasoline (petrol) and the batteries. These two engines are well-regulated by a
computer, and connect to the same transmission system. When a vehicle is moving, the mechanical
components in these three parts rotate synchronously and their spin rate corresponds to the speed of
the car. When the Earth magnetic fluxes flow through these moving metal components, their
trajectories are distorted harmonically with the spin rate, causing alternatively changing (AC) magnetic
fields. The perceivable distorted fields are affected by the size and material composition of the moving
components and how far the magnetometer is away from them.
Figure 3-1 shows one example of the in-car magnetic field and the corresponding GPS speed. We
can see that the dominant frequency in the power spectrum (Fig 3-1, left bottom) nicely correlates to
the speed of the car (Fig 3-1, left top). Figure 3-1 (right) further confirms the strong correlation
(coefficient of 0.91) between the dominant frequency and the car speed. If the wheel size is known, this
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Fig. 3-4. The magnetic spectrums when the sensor is placed at different positions in a car: the passenger seat (left), the rear-left
seat (middle) and the rear-right seat (right) of the car. In this particular example, the magnetic field in the passenger seat (left)
is obviously weaker than the other two positions.

frequency can be directly calculated. In the case of Figure 3-1, this particular car (Nissan Sentra 2006)
has a wheel diameter of 23 inch (16-inch wheel + 7-inch tire) or a circumference of 71.91 inch; a
dominant frequency of 9.83 Hz (at around 600 second in Fig 3-1) translates to a car speed of 9.83 Hz *
71.91 inch = 706.88 inch/s = 40.16 miles/hr. If we further disaggregate the magnetic field into its x-/y/z-axis (see Figure 3-2), we can see that each individual axis presents nearly the same features with a
slightly different magnitude. This tells us that the distorted magnetic field is orientation-agnostic; hence
we can extract the features from the aggregated fields without losing any significant information. Figure
3-3 shows examples of magnetic field distortion in more vehicle types. We can see that the power
spectrum of each vehicle is quite unique and this differentiation is attributed to their different
mechanical designs. For example, a bicycle usually has a big wheel and a relatively low speed, which
leads to its dominant frequency being lower than other vehicles (below 5 Hz). For vehicles that usually
move at a comparable speed such as bus and car, their frequencies in the spectrum are also different
due to their distinct wheel sizes; a car usually has smaller tires as compared to a bus and hence has a
higher dominant frequency.
Fusion of Magnetometer and Accelerometer
As we can see from Eq. 1 and 2, the magnetic field decays with distance at a cubic rate. The rapid decay
in certain cases could impact the signal quality and the system robustness. Figure 3-4 shows an example
of such field variations when the sensor is placed at three different positions in the car. We can see the
magnetic field strength varies quite a bit in different positions (normalized energy of 0.21 in the
passenger seat, 0.35 at the rear left and 0.44 at the rear right). Although observable, the field strength
in each position is quite different. In this particular case of Figure 3-4, the magnetic field in the
passenger seat is weaker than the other two positions. In a bigger vehicle (e.g., bus), this strength
difference might become even more dramatic; in some extreme cases such as sitting in the middle of a
big bus where the sensor is away from all tires and rotating components, the dominant frequency might
become unobservable.
To compensate for this situation, we use the accelerometer to capture the vehicle vibrations. We
observe that different type of vehicles show unique vibration patterns, and hence these signatures are
potentially useful for MOT detection. A moving vehicle impacts the acceleration-based signals in two
ways, which we categorize from the spectrum perspective, that is, (1) the DC component: how a vehicle
accelerates and decelerates between the stationary and moving states and (2) the AC component: the
vibration patterns that correlate to how a vehicle absorbs the bouncing force from the road/track surface.
Prior works mainly leverage the acceleration/deceleration cycle (i.e., the DC component) for MOT
detection [S. Wang et al. 2010], [Reddy et al. 2010], [Hemminki et al. 2013]; that is, the system needs
to capture a complete cycle of a vehicle speeding up and slowing down between the stationary states,
and extract features from the whole cycle (i.e., requiring the use of bagging features). Although effective,
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Fig. 3-5. The power spectrums of vertical acceleration that correspond to Figure 3-3. Vehicles have different abilities to absorb
the vibrations and bouncing force from the road based upon their suspension, which manifests as distinctive patterns.

the bagging features require tens of seconds or even minutes to extract a full cycle. To avoid such delays,
we filter out the DC component and explore the AC parts (i.e., the higher frequency bins from the
spectrum). We discover that due to different suspension designs, vehicles absorb the vibrations in
different manners, which manifests as unique patterns in the acceleration spectrum. Figure 3-5 shows
the vertical acceleration spectrums of six vehicles, corresponding to Figure 3-3. Bicycle (Fig 3-5, righttop) have strong vibrations at around 20 - 30 Hz due to its lack of suspension and hence senses a strong
bouncing force from the road. We can observe similar patterns in scooter and train which do not absorb
all the vibration. The car and bus on the other hand have a relatively good suspension which absorbs
the vibrations well and does not produce significant energy. We should note that the vibration intensity
could vary based on the surface or location the sensor is placed at (e.g., on a jacket, in the pocket or on
the car seat). Another possible variation could result from the vehicle itself. For example, two trains
that have different suspensions can produce very different vibration patterns, although they belong to
the same vehicle type. While these variations could be effectively solved by a hierarchical classifier [Lu
et al. 2010], it however requires large amounts of labeled data for training and might not scale well. In
this work, we explore an alternative approach that combines the Hall-effect sensor and accelerometer.
Our analysis shows that these two sensors nicely complement each other and produce robust results
across devices (average F-score of 94.4%).
4. SYSTEM DESIGN
Hardware
Magnetometers are of three types – magneto-resistive, Hall-effect, and magneto-induction. These
sensors are designed for different applications, with respective advantages and shortcomings as
discussed in [E. J. Wang et al. 2015]. Among these types, the Hall-effect sensor is most commonly used
in mobile devices due to its compact size and low power consumption. The small size of a Hall-effect
sensor makes it appropriate to instrument on a portable device and the low power consumption can
ensure not draining too much power from the phone battery. The downside of the Hall-effect sensor is
the relatively low sampling rate (usually below 75-100 Hz) and low sensitivity (1 µT/LSB). This tradeoff
between the power consumption and the sensor capability is based on the fact that the Hall-effect sensor
is usually used for calculating compass heading direction on smart devices. A high sampling rate and
resolution do not dramatically increase the compass accuracy. However, we have seen sensor
manufacturers significantly improve their sensor capability and most Hall-effect sensors nowadays are
able to sample at above 100 Hz with a resolution of 0.15 - 0.6 µT/LSB (see Table I). Some manufacturers
such as YAMAHA and MEMSIC produce sensors configurable to a sampling rate at 800 - 1000 Hz with
a high resolution of 0.05 - 0.15 µT/LSB. Researchers have shown that these newly designed Hall-effect
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Table I. List of the Hall-effect sensors available in the market
MANUFACTURER

AKM

ALPS

MODEL

RESOLUTION
Sensitivity
Data Rate
(µT/LSB)
(HZ)

PHONE
(that instruments the specified magnetometer)

AK8963

0.6

138 Hz

iPhone 6|5s, Google Nexus 5, Motorola X|G,
HTC One E8|M9|X9, OPPO N1|Find 7,
VIVO Xplay 5

AK09911

0.6

100 Hz

Asus Zenfone 2, Huawei P9|Mate 8|Honor 7,
LG G4, Meizu MX 6|Pro 6, Sony Xperia Z3,
Samsung S5|S6|S7, ZTE AXON mini|STAR II

AK09912

0.15

100 Hz

Sony Xperia Z3+

AK09915

0.15

100 Hz

Xiaomi Mi 5

HSCDTD007

0.15

100Hz

iPhone 6s

HSCDTD008A

0.15

100 Hz

LG Fx0

BOSCH

BMM150

0.3

100 Hz

Google Nexus 6P|5x

MEMSIC

MMC3416xPJ

0.05

250 Hz

OPPO R5|R7|R9

YAMAHA

YAS532B /
YAS533

0.15 (X/Y axis)
0.25 (Z axis)

1000 Hz

HTC Desire 820, Sony Xperia M2,
VIVO X5|X5 Pro|X5 Max|S7t

The chip model marked as bold can apply Mago to their corresponding phones (sensitivity < 0.3 µT/LSB with a minimal
sampling rate of 100 Hz). We expect more new phones that instruments a new magnetometer could apply Mago.

sensors are capable of tracking accurate finger motions [Chen et al. 2016]. Given the low-power, high
sensitivity and the ubiquity of the Hall-effect sensor in most smart phones/watches, we believe there is
great potential of such sensors being used in many more areas, such as smart homes as well as our main
goal in this work, transit mode detection.
Table I lists the Hall-effect sensors that are available in the market and the phone models that
integrate them. Among these magnetometers, we chose MMC3416xPJ (by MEMSIC) as this sensor is
highly configurable and has the highest sensitivity (0.05 µT/LSB), which allows us to study the possible
performance upper bound of our system. We first built a prototype using an Arduino board instrumented
with this magnetometer (MMC3416xPJ) and an accelerometer (ADXL354), and implemented the
corresponding firmware/phone app (see Figure 4-1). This custom prototype avoids possible pre-filtering
or unstable sampling issues due to power management by the phone manufacturers. The Arduino board
is connected through a USB cable to a phone (Samsung S5), and streams sensor data to the device. As
discussed earlier in Section 2.1, the power consumption of a hall-effect sensor and accelerometer is
significantly lower than a GPS chip (usually above 170 mW). Specifically in our prototype, the
MMC3416xPJ consumes only 8.25 mW when sampling at 250 Hz with a 16-bit resolution. Considering
ADXL354 requires around 0.5 mW, this prototype (excluding the microcontroller and I2C bus on the
Arduino board) needs only a total of 8.75 mW to operate at 250 Hz.
Besides the prototype, we also tested three different phones that integrate a Hall-effect sensor, but
with different sensitivities: OPPO R9 (MMC3416xPJ, 0.05 µT/LSB), HTC Desire 820 (YAS533, 0.25
µT/LSB), and Google Nexus 5 (AK8963, 0.6 µT/LSB). It should be noted that both Desire 820 and
Nexus 5 stream the uncalibrated magnetometer data, but R9 streams only the calibrated data as OPPO
disables the API. Under the calibrated mode, if a phone senses a dramatic change in magnetic fields,
the phone scales its magnetometer readings according to the environmental strength to compensate for
such a variation. In our MOT application, this on-the-fly calibration usually occurs in two scenarios: (1)
when the sensor is located in a vehicle that generates strong AC magnetic fields such as a train, light
rail or a scooter, and (2) when a vehicle abruptly stops which usually involves large, sudden mechanical
motions. The re-calibration procedure produces large field fluctuations within a short period of time and
usually manifests as a burst noise in the power spectrum. Figure 4-2 (left) shows an example of such
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Fig. 4-1. Our sensing prototype: (left) an Arduino instrumenting a Hall-effect sensor (MMC3416xPJ) and accelerometer
(ADXL354) and (right) an Android app to log the sensor data. This prototype allows us to retrieve the raw data and study the
performance upper bound, as it avoids the pre-filtering and on-the-fly calibration when using the build-in sensors on the phone.

burst noise when a car runs into some traffic and brakes suddenly. We should note that the appearance
of burst noise is a software issue caused by the phone manufacturer not making the uncalibrated
magnetic signal available, as opposed to the sensor hardware or a fundamental issue with Hall-effect
sensors. In the uncalibrated mode, the phone turns off the on-the-fly calibration and reports the raw
magnetometer data. We can see that Desire 820 (Fig 4-2, middle) and Nexus 5 (Fig 4-2, right) which
stream uncalibrated magnetic data do not produce such burst noise.
Figure 4-2 shows the power spectrum of the magnetometer data from three phones placed side-byside in the rear-right seat of a car. We learn a couple of important facts from these figures: (1) R9 yields
strong signals that are comparable to our prototype, as it uses the same magnetometer with the highest
sensitivity, (2) R9 has more burst noise than our prototype due to the sensor on-the-fly calibration, (3)
HTC Desire 820 reports clear magnetic data comparable to R9, and (4) Nexus 5 generates a weak,
sometimes unobservable, magnetic data as it has a low-sensitivity magnetometer (0.6 µT/LSB). To
ensure sufficient sensitivity (i.e., lower than 0.25 - 0.3 µT/LSB), we decided to choose OPPO R9 and
HTC Desire 820 for further exploration. Although we only evaluate our system on two phones (plus the
Arduino prototype) in this work, many other phones use the same or similarly sensitive sensors and
hence, we believe the results presented in this work could potentially scale to more devices.
Processing Pipeline
Figure 4-3 shows the processing pipeline of our transit detection algorithm. We provide more detail for
each of the processing blocks in this section.

Fig. 4-2. Magnetic spectrum of three test phones, OPPO R9 (left), HTC Desire 820 (middle) and Google Nexus 5 (right). The
magnetometer on the R9 and Desire 820 is sensitive enough to capture the distorted magnetic fields. OPPO R9 only streams
calibrated data and the on-the-fly calibration causes burst noise (at around 35s, 50s and 65s).
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Fig. 4-3. Process pipeline of the Mago System. We leverage the frame features in the system and hence could potentially run the
system in nearly real-time with only a few seconds of buffering and processing time.

4.2.1

Data Retrieval

Although some of our testing devices are able to sample the sensor data at a high rate, we unify the
sampling rate at 100 Hz for both magnetometer and accelerometer across three test devices. This
ensures that the features can be extracted from the same spectrum bandwidth across devices. For the
Arduino prototype, the sensor data are streamed to a mobile phone through a USB cable (Fig 4-1).
4.2.1

Pre-processing

To remove unwanted noise, we apply a band-pass filter (5th-order Butterworth IIR filter) to the
magnetometer data. The cut-off frequencies of the filter are set to 2% and 95% of the power spectrum;
given our sampling rate of the phones is 100 Hz (so the usable bandwidth is 100 / 2 = 50 Hz without
aliasing effects), the cut-off frequencies are at 1 Hz and 47.5 Hz. This filter eliminates the DC
components which is essentially the Earth’s magnetic field, as well as some high frequency noise. For
the accelerometer data, we replicate a similar process as stated in [Lu et al. 2010]. We first extract the
Earth’s gravity by calculating the mean of a 10-second sliding window that slides by 1 second and
remove it from the acceleration data. Next we use the estimated Earth’s gravity to decompose the
acceleration data into the vertical and horizontal components.
4.2.2 Fast-Fourier Transform
The next step is converting the time series data to the power spectrum. To do so, the system performs
the Fast-Fourier Transform (FFT) on each one-second window along the time series data. As
aforementioned in Figure 3-2, each axis of the magnetometer data contains very similar spectral
information and we can extract the features from the aggregated magnetic field instead of from
individual axis. In order to keep the data orientation-free, we calculate the FFT vector for the x-/y-/zaxis magnetic data, respectively, and afterwards sum up their power spectrum. For the acceleration
data, the vertical and horizontal components might reveal different vehicle behaviors such as how a
vehicle reacts to the road/track surface (e.g., the high-frequency vibrations), and therefore the features
should be extracted from these two dimensions separately. We should note that while a one-second FFT
window has shown reasonable results, we could use a bigger window size to improve the system
robustness against possible noise at the cost of introducing a slightly larger latency.
4.2.3 Noise Removal
The transformed spectrum may still contain some random noise in the sensor data resulting from the
sensing hardware or environment. To remove this noise, the system first applies (1) a median filter with
a size of three and then applies another (2) Gaussian filter with a sigma value of 1.2 to the power
spectrum of both sensors. The median filter helps remove the sparse, impulse noise that is induced from
the sensor, while the Gaussian filter further smooths the high-frequency noise.
4.2.4 Feature Extraction
The next step is extracting features from the spectrums. We conclude some key observations from
the spectrums in Fig 3-3: (1) Car generates a clear dominant frequency in the magnetic data, ranging
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Table II. List of the features

SENSOR
FEATURES

Magnetometer
(74 features)

Accelerometer
(124 features)

1

Highest magnitude of the FFT window

1

Total energy of the FFT window

2

Frequency of where the highest
magnitude is located

2

Energy of the 1 Hz component

3 - 12 *

Sub-band energy

13 - 22 *

Sub-band energy ratio (relative to the
total energy of the FFT window)

3

Spectral entropy of the FFT window

4

Total energy of the FFT window

5 - 14 *

Sub-band energy

23 - 42

Cepstral coefficients

15 - 24 *

Sub-band energy ratio (relative to the
total energy of the FFT window)

43 - 62

1st-order difference of Cepstral
coefficients

25 - 34 *

Sub-band spectral entropy

* Each FFT window is divided into 10 sub-bands (5 Hz/bin)

35 - 54

Cepstral coefficients

55 - 74

1st-order difference of Cepstral
coefficients

** These 62 features are extracted from the vertical and
horizontal acceleration, contributing a total of 124 features
from the accelerometer data.

* Each FFT window is divided into 10 sub-bands (5 Hz/bin)

We extract 198 features from the magnetometer (74 features) and accelerometer (124 features).

from 5 - 30 Hz, from the field distortions by wheel rotations. (2) The magnetic field of a train is usually
below 10 Hz and appears as white noise. Our inference is that the passenger is usually away from the
bottom (and hence away from the wheels and track), which makes the dominant frequency hard to see.
(3) Bus is similar to the car but is overall noisier and its dominant frequency is also lower due to its
relatively larger tires. (4) Bicycle generates monotone magnetic data given its relatively simple
mechanical designs, as compared to other motorized vehicles. As it usually has big wheels and move at
a low speed, the dominant frequency is lower than others. (5) Light Rail produces a dominant frequency
with some white noise. Based on different suspension designs and how a vehicle absorbs the surface
vibrations, we can also observe distinct patterns from the acceleration spectrum (Fig 3-5). Based on
these observations, we extract a total of 198 features from each FFT window (74 features from the
magnetometer and 124 features from the accelerometer), as listed in Table II. We should note that all
features are extracted from the power spectrum (i.e., none from time series data). Details of the feature
extraction process are described below:
• Dominant frequency and magnitude of the magnetic data
The dominant frequency and its power strength capture the wheel size and rotation speed. They
particularly contribute to vehicles like car and bus which usually generate a strong dominant
frequency in their power spectrum of magnetometer.
• Entropy
The entropy describes the randomness in the power spectrum. The scooter and light rail usually have
a noisy magnetic spectrum, while a train's spectrum is relatively clean. In the accelerometer power
spectrum, scooter and bicycle are usually noisy due to the bouncing force for the surface, while the
vibration energy of bus usually concentrates at a lower frequency.
• Total and sub-band energy/spectral ratio
The total energy is the sum of the FFT bins. We equally divide the FFT window into 10 sub-bands (5
Hz / sub-band) and extract features from each sub-band. The sub-band energy and their spectral
ratio capture the fine-grained characteristics in the power spectrum. In the case of a train, most
energy concentrates at below 10 Hz in the magnetic spectrum, but the energy in the cases of light
rail, scooter and car usually spread out across the FFT bins.
• Cepstral coefficients
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Fig. 4-4. Histograms of 1 Hz energy from the vertical (left) and horizontal (right) acceleration data.

The Cepstral coefficients are used to capture the shape of the FFT bins. The coefficients are
calculated by (1) first taking the logarithm of the FFT bins and then (2) computing the DCT (Discrete
Cosine Transform) coefficients of the window. The 1st DCT coefficient (the DC component) is removed;
we only retrieve the 2nd ~ 21th coefficients. These 20 coefficients describe the static (shape) of the FFT
bins. In addition, we calculate the 1st-order difference of the Cepstral coefficients (the difference
between neighboring frames); they capture possible changes over time, that is, the dynamic nature
of the FFT bins. These static and dynamic cepstral coefficients are extracted from both sensors.
• 1 Hz vibration (accelerometer data only)
We in particular extract the 1 Hz component from both vertical and horizontal acceleration data. We
found that these 1-Hz components effectively differentiate the cases between "Stationary" and "In
Motion" (i.e., when a vehicle is on the move). In Figure 4.4, we can see two nearly Gaussian
distributions highly differentiable, respectively for the stationary and in-motion cases, from the
histogram of 1-Hz energy on both the vertical and horizontal acceleration data.
4.2.5 Classification Model
In the training phase, each 198-tuple feature vector is fed into the process pipeline to build the
classifier. In order to identify the appropriate classifier and the best parameters, we first perform a grid
search on multiple classifiers using a subset of our sensor data. The classifiers we considered include
SVM (with a linear and RBF kernel), logistic regression, boosting, random forest and neural network.
Although we did not observe significant differences between these classifiers, the random forest and
neural network performed slightly better and took less training time compared to other models. Based
on these initial results, we designed a two-layer classifier: (1) layer one is a motion detection
classifier using a random forest (RF) model that distinguishes the "stationary" state (that is, when the
vehicle is not in motion) and non-stationary states, and (2) layer two is a transit mode classifier using
a neural network (NN) model that classifies six vehicle types, namely bicycle, bus, car, train, light rail
and scooter. To avoid overfitting the model, the RF model (i.e., the motion detection classifier) is limited
to a maximum depth of 8; in each tree, we constrain (1) the required number of samples in leaf nodes
at 100 to avoid catching too much noise and (2) the required samples to split from an internal node at
500 to further control the tree depth. For the NN model (i.e., the transit mode classifier), we set one
hidden layer of 64 internal nodes. Both classifiers are implemented in Python, using the scikit-learn
package (for RF) and the Keras library with a Tensorflow backend (for NN). To deal with the unbalanced
data among different vehicle types, we apply the synthetic minority over-sampling technique (SMOTE)
[Chawla et al. 2011]. SMOTE is a widely used up-sampling algorithm; it first calculates the distribution
of the data set and generates new samples that fit the distribution instead of simply duplicating them.
We implement SMOTE using a python library called imblanced-learn [Lemaitre et al. 2016].
4.2.6 Majority Vote
To mitigate possible random noise (e.g., sensor errors or the transition period during vehicle
starts/stops), we generate the prediction results based on a majority vote from a short history of the
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prediction results. The system buffers the past five prediction results (which in our implementation
means a 5-second window) and reports the final prediction decision based on the majority vote from the
window. Using over 70 hours of data, we report an average accuracy of 94.4% using a cross-user, crossdevice model. The analysis is detailed in the following section.
5. EVALUATION
Study Design
We recruited 7 participants (2 females) and collected their commute data from the San Francisco Bay
Area (in California, US), London (UK) and Pisa (Italy). Participants were asked to carry one of our
sensing hardware and log the sensor data during their daily commutes. In each sensor log, we record
the 3-axis magnetometer data, 3-axis accelerometer data and the vehicle speed/trajectory from GPS.
The GPS sensor samples at 1 Hz and the speed information is only used to get the ground truth to
segment the time periods of interest (i.e., whether a vehicle is stationary or in-motion). During the data
collection, the participants are allowed to place the sensing hardware/phone at random orientations.
Although the participants are allowed to move devices during the trip, they did not use the phone
frequently; it might impact the data when they use their own phones. The details of experimental setup
for the various vehicles are: (1) Bicycle. The sensor is attached on the handle bar using a phone holder.
(2) Bus. We do not set any limitations. The participant is allowed to sit anywhere in the bus and the
sensing devices can be placed freely such as in the pocket / backpack or on the lap. (3) Car. the sensing
hardware is placed in one of 5 possible positions, including the driver seat, passenger seat, the central
console between the driver and passenger seat, the rear left seat and the rear right seat. (4 and 5) Train
/ Light Rail. Similar to the bus case, the participant is allowed to sit anywhere in the train. (6) Scooter.
The sensing hardware is placed in the luggage space under the seat or in the pocket of the rider.
Our dataset includes a total of 32 different vehicles across the six categories (2 bicycles, 10 buses, 4
trains, 11 cars including one electric car (Smart) and one hybrid car (Toyota Prius), 3 light rails and 2
scooters). The trip duration varies with the participant. The train data are usually of longer durations
(30 - 50 minutes) as participants who commute by a train tend to live far from their working places,
while the bicycle trips tends to be shorter (10 - 20 min). The car trip varies from 10 to around 50 minutes.
Among six vehicle categories, we have unbalanced dataset as most participants in our study drive their
own car or take the train for their daily commute (in particular, bicycle: 7.5%, bus: 4.1%, train: 19%,
car: 62%, light rail: 3.6%, scooter: 3.7%). To compensate possible bias where the model might favor
certain majority classes, we leverage SMOTE to balance the data set and evaluate our models using
leave-one-trip-out cross validation (described later in this chapter). During the study period, we
collected over 70 hours of commute data from our participants. To get the ground truth, we ask users
to annotate their transport modality and use the speed information from GPS data to segment the travel
part of the trip by determining the stationary and motion states.
Results
In this section, we report the system performance mainly in two cases: (1) the transit mode classification
and (2) in-car position classification. We evaluate our system using both a generic model (trained using
the entire dataset from all sensing devices) and a device-dependent model (trained using data from just
the individual device).
5.2.1 Transit Mode Classification I (device-dependent model)
As mentioned earlier, we perform a grid search on different models and choose random forest and
neural network for further exploration as they produce slightly better results. Table III lists the
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Table III. Average F-score of the model accuracy using different model parameters (the transit mode classifier)
Model
Random Forest
Neural Network
(1 hidden layer)

Parameters
Depth = 4
Depth = 6
Depth = 8
Node = 64
Node = 128
Node = 256

All
(198 features)
85.5%
88.9%
91.2%
93.6%
93.7%
93.8%

Only Magnetometer
(74 features)
60.4%
64.3%
67.2%
74.4%
73.9%
74.6%

Only Accelerometer
(124 features)
79.2%
82.6%
84.5%
87.9%
87.9%
88.4%

classification accuracy under different model parameters. Overall, the neural network performs better
than the random forest. We could increase the model complexity (e.g., increase the maximum depth of
the tree) to achieve a better performance; however, increasing the model complexity only improves the
performance by about 1% - 2% with the downside of increased training cost and possibly overfitting the
model. Therefore, we decided to choose the simplest model in our grid search, that is, a neural network
with 1 hidden layer and 64 internal nodes, for the thorough evaluation.
We first evaluate the neural network model using only the Arduino data. Using all 198 features
extracted from both the magnetometer and accelerometer, our model produces an average F-score of
93.6% in the leave-one-trip-out cross validation. Figure 5-1 (right) shows the confusion matrix among
six vehicle types. To further study the effectiveness of our feature sets, we divide our features into two
subgroups, magnetometer-only (74 features) and accelerometer-only (124 features), and evaluate them
separately. Table IV lists details of the analytic results from these three feature sets. First, the average
F-score drops from 93.6% to 74.4% (magnetometer-only) and 87.9% (accelerometer-only) respectively;
it shows that both feature sets contribute to the model and complement each other. Secondly, the
accuracy downgrades more dramatically in using magnetometer-only features; the F-score of bus in
particular drops from 82.2% to 27.1%. After looking closely at our data, we found that the low accuracy
is due to the dynamics in the magnetic data of the bus. Our original assumption is that vehicles
belonging to the same categories should produce similar patterns in their magnetic spectrum. While
the bicycle (85.5%), car (87.4%), light rail (88.1%) and scooter (80%) show such signal consistency across
different models, the bus (27.1%) however reports a low accuracy due to the signal variation depending
on the sensor locations. As aforementioned in Section 3-3, the magnetic field strength could change
considerably based on the sensor location in a vehicle as the field strength decays with the sensing
distance at a cubic rate. If a sensor is placed near the middle of the bus, the magnetic field might become
too weak and unobservable, leading to the low precision of the bus. Comparing with other vehicles like
scooter, train and light rail which are more consistent in their sizes across different models, buses
usually are more diverse in their sizes/vehicle designs and hence, and end up with more variation in
Table IV. Classification results of the device-dependent model (using only the Arduino data)
ALL
(198 features)

VEHICLE
Stationary
Bicycle
Bus
Car
Light Rail
Train
Scooter
Average

MAGNETOMETER
(74 features)

ACCELEROMETER
(124 features)

Precision

Recall

F-score

Precision

Recall

F-score

Precision

Recall

F-score

100.0%
98.8%
79.5%
97.9%
98.3%
81.2%
96.2%
93.1%

94.2%
98.3%
85.1%
95.3%
98.1%
90.1%
97.7%
94.1%

97.0%
98.6%
82.2%
96.6%
98.2%
85.5%
96.9%
93.6%

100.0%
87.5%
21.7%
91.5%
90.4%
49.6%
80.8%
74.5%

85.4%
84.1%
36.1%
83.6%
85.9%
74.5%
80.7%
75.8%

92.1%
85.8%
27.1%
87.4%
88.1%
59.6%
80.8%
74.4%

100.0%
98.5%
72.0%
94.7%
96.4%
67.1%
85.7%
87.8%

92.9%
92.7%
75.7%
92.3%
96.2%
73.7%
93.6%
88.2%

96.3%
95.5%
73.8%
93.5%
96.3%
70.3%
89.5%
87.9%
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Fig. 5-1. Confusion matrix of the MOT classification results from a device-dependent model (right) and the generic model that
is trained using the entire dataset from three sensing devices (left). Both models produce promising, comparable results.

the spectral signatures. In our current database, we do not have sufficient data to train a robust model
that can capture such dynamics. We however believe that collecting more data can improve this low
performance in the bus when using only the magnetometer. Our alternative solution is merging the
accelerometer features that compensate for this deficiency, which show effective results using our
current dataset; the F-score of bus increases to 82.2% using all features from both sensors.
5.2.2 Transit Mode Classification II (generic model)
After extracting these promising results from the device-dependent model, our next step is building
a model using our entire dataset and examining whether this generic model can produce comparable
performance. Figure 5-1 (left) shows the confusion matrix of the classification results, and Table V lists
the corresponding detailed statistics. Overall, the performance degrades for all vehicles as compared to
the device-dependent model (Table IV). In particular, the magnetometer-only features has a
performance drop of 3.5 percentage points (average F-score from 74.4% to 70.9%). The decreased F-score
shows that sensor calibration and pre-filtering on different smart phones impact the performance.
Among the vehicles, bicycle particularly reports a decreased F-score of 10.1% (from 85.8% to 75.7%). We
Table V. Classification results of the generic model (using the entire dataset)
ALL
(198 features)

VEHICLE
Stationary
Bicycle
Bus
Car
Light Rail
Train
Scooter
Average

MAGNETOMETER
(74 features)

ACCELEROMETER
(124 features)

Precision

Recall

F-score

Precision

Recall

F-score

Precision

Recall

F-score

100.0%
99.0%
84.1%
98.0%
98.2%
87.1%
94.9%
94.5%

96.5%
98.7%
81.3%
94.7%
99.0%
92.4%
97.5%
94.3%

98.2%
98.9%
82.7%
96.3%
98.6%
89.7%
96.2%
94.4%

100.0%
85.9%
17.4%
90.6%
92.6%
43.4%
66.7%
70.9%

91.2%
67.6%
34.1%
75.3%
88.5%
76.2%
84.0%
73.8%

95.4%
75.7%
23.0%
82.2%
90.5%
55.3%
74.3%
70.9%

100.0%
98.3%
72.4%
94.2%
96.2%
75.4%
80.9%
88.2%

96.0%
92.4%
77.9%
86.7%
97.5%
80.3%
93.2%
89.1%

97.9%
95.2%
75.0%
90.3%
96.8%
77.7%
86.6%
88.5%
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Fig. 5-2. Average F-score of the generic model (using the entire data sets) and the device-dependent model (using data from one
particular device). Our magnetometer-accelerometer-combined (198) features enable robust models in all cases.

carefully examined those bicycle trips that are impacted the most and found that these bicycle trips are
mostly confused with train and light rail on one smart phone (OPPO R9). This confusion is caused by
the on-the-fly recalibration from the magnetometer. As mentioned in Section 4.1, R9 disables the
Android API and does not stream uncalibrated magnetic data to users; that is, the R9 phone
automatically scales the magnetometer readings when it experiences a sudden strong field variation.
Large vehicles such as train or light rail usually produces loud AC magnetic fields and hence frequently
trigger the recalibration process, which causes the magnetometer to report data smaller than their
original numbers. In the case of train, the dampened signals become weak magnetic fields concentrating
below 10 Hz, simiar patterns to the bicycle, and hence lead to a low accuracy. When combining both
sensor features, the generic mode shows a comparable average F-score of 94.4%. This demonstrates that
the fusion of two sensors provide complementary features that perform better than the individual sensor,
and enables a more robust model across three test devices.
Besides the Arduino, we also train a device-dependent model for the other two test phones and
compare their results with our generic model. Figure 5-2 shows the average F-score of these four models,
using different feature sets. First, all models present promising results when exercising all 198 features
(90.2% - 94.4%), which further shows the robustness of our combined feature sets. The accelerometeronly features also shows consistent results across all devices (84.9% - 89.1%) due to the consistency of
sensor calibration across devices. The performance of magnetometer-only features, however, varies
dramatically between devices (57.4% - 74.4%); the OPPO R9 particularly reports a low F-score of 57.4%.
As aforementioned, R9 only streams the calibrated magnetic data; the magnetometer reports scaled
readings according the environmental strength and hence alters the corresponding magnetic spectrum.
As noted earlier, this decreased performance is due to a software issue and is not a limitation of the
sensing modality. As our Arduino prototype and OPPO R9 instruments the same magnetometer
(MMC3416xPJ), we would expect a comparable performance after the uncalibrated magnetic data
becomes available to users.
5.2.3 Transit Mode Classification III (leave-one-model-out)
Besides the leave-one-trip-out validation, we are interested in whether our system is able to correctly
recognize a new vehicle model that has not been seen in our training data. To verify this, we evaluate
our system using the leave-one-model-out validation. We choose car as the testing vehicle category as
we have the most diversity in the car dataset including gasoline, electric and hybrid vehicles (in total
11 car models). In the training phase, we remove the car data that belongs to one particular model (e.g.,
BMW 335) and train a neural network model using rest of the data. The trained model is then used to
predict all trips of that particular model. We perform this evaluation both on the Arduino data (devicedependent) and the entire dataset (generic model). Figure 5-3 shows the average accuracy of each car
model. Overall our system reports promising results in recognizing a new car model; most car models
produce over 96% accuracy in both the device-dependent and generic model. The electric version (97%
in the device-dependent model and 94% in the generic model) and gasoline version (83% and 90%,
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Fig. 5-3. Average accuracy of the leave-one-model-out validation.

respectively) of Smart car report comparable results. It confirms our observations that our system does
not rely on the alternator-/engine-triggered magnetic fields and instead senses the distorted fields from
the wheels and transmission, and therefore is robust across both types of cars. For Honda Civic, both
the automatic model (99% and 96%) and manual model (99% and 98%) report high accuracy. We
however notice a low classification rate on Toyota Prius (48% and 46%). The low accuracy is due to the
fact that in our study, we are only able to collect two trips from this vehicle, one of which report a low
accuracy and hence leads to a low average. When we examine the spectrum during this trip, we notice
that its acceleration spectrum is relatively clean and show very low vibration energy as compared to all
other vehicles; this particular trip is mostly classified as a bus. Our inference is that the participant
might have placed the sensor board on a soft material (e.g., a jacket), which acted as a low-pass filter
and dampened the bouncing force from the road. Finally, when we examine the US-based and UK-based
vehicles in our previous analysis, we notice that some trains in UK also report relatively bad results.
The UK-based express trains have better suspensions and hence the acceleration spectrum looks a lot
cleaner as compared to US-based trains, and as a result, our model incorrectly classified them as a
different vehicle type. Similar to the Prius, we are only able to collect one or two trips of data from these
express trains. These results confirm our observations aforementioned in Section 3.3: (1) the vibration
intensity may vary with the surfaces the sensor is placed (Prius Toyota) and (2) two vehicles of the same
type may also show different patterns due to distinct suspensions (UK vs. US trains). Although our
analysis shows that the sensor fusion could reliably capture these variations in most cases, our current
dataset however is still limited and unable to fully cover these dynamics in some corner cases as
described above. We believe collecting more data would help build a more robust model. We leave this
as the future work.
5.2.4 In-car Position Inference
As shown in Figure 3-4, the magnetic fields can vary based on the sensor's location in the car. We
are interested in whether these differences are sufficient to differentiate the sensor's position in a car.
To verify, we leverage the same 198 features to build another neural network model that uses the entire
data set and evaluate the classification accuracy. The evaluation is based on the leave-one-trip-out cross
validation using all car data; for each car trip, we first remove one selected car trip, train a model using
all of the rest data file and evaluate on the selected car trip. Figure 5-4 shows the confusion matrices in
different scenarios. We start from a 5-class model that tests five positions in a car including (1)
passenger seat (2) rear-left seat (3) rear-right seat (4) central console which is the area between
the passenger and the driver seat and (5) driver seat. In the 5-position scenario (Fig 5-4, left), the two
rear seats, rear-left (81.8%) and rear-right (85.3%) confuse with each other. Similarly, there is a
significant confusion of 15.8% between the passenger (92.7%) and central console (52.2%) which seems
to suggest similar magnetic distortions for the two cases. On the other hand, the driver seat shows a
relatively high accuracy of 90.6%. Our inference is that the driver side has more mechanical operations
that make its magnetic field distinctive from other positions. Overall, the 5-position model reports an
average F-score of 80.5%; it shows the potential to apply Mago for in-car position detection.
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Fig. 5-4. In-car position classification using our cross-device, cross-car model, including three scenarios: 5-position (left), 4position (middle) and 3-position (right). As compared to prior work that only differentiate the binary case (driver vs. non-driver),
Mago is able to produce finer-grained information of a phone's in-car position.

Given these observations, we reduce the test positions from five to four by removing the case of
central console. The 4-position model shows a higher average F-score of 88.5% and from the confusion
matrix (Fig 5-4, middle), we can see that the accuracy at the passenger seat is slightly higher (94.1%),
while the confusion between two rear seats still exist. We further combine the two rear seats and train
another model including only 3 classes (passenger, rear, driver seat), and found the average F-score
significantly boosts to 92.9%. The confusion matrix (Fig 5-4, right) presents equally improved accuracy
in three positions. While previous works show promising results using inertial sensors [Bo et al. 2013],
[Y. Wang et al. 2013], they target at the binary case (that is, driver vs. non-driver). A follow-up work by
Wang et al. leverage magnetic fields (similar to our approach) to detect whether a phone is placed on
the driver seat [Y. Wang et al. 2016]. While effective, Wang's approach is based on thresholding the
total magnetic field strength and also only able to identify the binary case. On the contrary, we explore
more deeply in feature engineering and based on our observations in the magnetic field distortions,
extract meaningful features that allow us to translate the magnetic fields into finer in-vehicle position
inference. Our findings show that by combining magnetometer and accelerometer, Mago is able to
produce comparable results while providing finer results of a phone's in-car positions. Our approach
however relies on a moving vehicle and hence is not able to detect the phone when a vehicle is stationary.
6. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
Scalability across device types
Our current prototype is evaluated on three devices, one Arduino board and two smart phones. From
our analysis (Fig 5-1), the performance, although not significantly decreasing, still drops slightly when
we switch from the device-dependent model to the cross-device general model. The fact that phone
manufacturers calibrate the sensors differently makes it hard to find a common baseline for the sensor
calibration between different devices. One possible solution is training separate models for individual
devices. As getting the labeled data is costly, this approach might still be hard to scale. However, it
could be feasible to use the GPS to help with initial classification and/or get the user to help with
labeling a few trips initially to build a device-dependent model. It is also worth reiterating that one
major factor that hampers performance across devices is the software calibration process in current
devices. Since this is a software issue, it may be possible to have a future software stack that exposes
the uncalibrated data across all devices.
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Fig. 6-1. The magnetic data of the ERJ 145 aircraft (middle, bottom) and its speed from the GPS data (top).

Scalability across vehicles and regions of the world
Besides testing on more devices, we believe Mago can be applied to other vehicle types, such as the
motorized bicycle, metro (subway) or airplane. To verify such possibilities, we collected some airplane
data, including Boeing 737, Airbus A321 and Embraer ERJ 145, and exanimate their sensor data.
Figure 6-1 shows an example of the magnetometer data from ERJ 145. From the figure, we can see a
clear dominant frequency at around 38 Hz. Our inference is that such magnetic distortion comes from
the fan or the core rotations in an aircraft's engine. Given that the usual fan speed of a turbofan engine
is around 2000 - 8000 RPM (or 41.7 - 133.3 Hz) and the core rotation is much higher (up to tens of
thousands RPM), the sensing bandwidth of a Hall-effect is most likely insufficient to detect these fields
distortion; however we could possibly capture the magnetic variations from their aliased signals.
Since transit varies quite a bit across the world, our data set of 70 hours might be still insufficient
to capture all possible variations. For instance, our dataset is mainly U.S. centric; as we noted in the
results section, the U.K. trips yield a lower accuracy due to the lack of samples. One car model (Toyota
Prius, in Fig 5-3) also reports a relative low accuracy due to the similar reason. Another example is the
magnetic field vairation on a big bus. As indicated earlier in Section 3.3, when the magnetometer is
located in the middle of a big vehicle (e.g., bus), the field may become weaker which would inevitably
impact the system accuracy. Such generalization issues can be atrributed to two key factors: the sensor
location in the vehicle (that impacts the magnetic field strength) and road / track conditions (that affects
the vibration patterns). Although we believe collecting more data is significant to solve the
generalization issue, it is possible to improve the system accuracy from alternative approaches. One
possible solution is bootstrapping ground truth labeling using partial GPS data and/or crowdsourcing
labels as discussed above. In addition, as described in Section 3.1, chip manufacturers have made
significant progress to improve the sensor sensitivity over these past years. We can foresee that smart
phones/watches in the near future will instrument a hall-effect sensor that is sensitive enough to detect
what is considered "dead zone" for now (e.g., the middle of a big bus). We leave it for future work.
Fine-grained User Behaviors
Researchers have shown that home appliances yield electromagnetic interference that can propagate
through the powerline network in the home [Patel et al. 2007], [Gupta et al. 2010]. Such magnetic noise
could be leveraged to detect in-home activities and determine how the residents interact with their
appliances [Chen, Cohn, et al. 2013], [Chen et al. 2015]. The Hall-effect sensor has been shown to be a
promising method to differentiate home appliances usage such as a hair dryer, fan, electric shaver or a
cell phone [Zhang and Sawchuk 2012]. We believe that this type of magnetometer could be used to sense,
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Fig. 6-2. Magnetic field variations when an appliance operates at different states: an electric fan (left), hair dryer (middle) and
a battery-power shaver (right). When operating at different states, an appliance regulates its power consumption to drive that
particular state and the component (e.g., the DC motor) may also spin at various speeds. These machine behaviors change the
sensible AC magnetic fields and could be potentially used for the appliance state detection (e.g., the stages of a washer).

not just what appliance is being used but also how it is used. Figure 6-2 shows the magnetic field
variations when an electric fan (Fig 6-2, left) and a hair dryer (Fig 6-2, middle) operate at different
states. Both the fan and hair dryer are wired to the power outlet and hence the strongest field is at 60
Hz (or 50 Hz depending on location). When the appliance is operating at different states, the field
strength varies with the power consumption of the state. For a portable appliance like the electric
shaver (Fig 6-2, right), the fundamental frequency is different between two models, Philips 7310XL (31
Hz) and Braun (60 Hz); given these features, it is possible to differentiate the model being used.
Power Consumption of the system
Our algorithm leverages frame features extracted from each 1-second FFT window. Unlike previous
acceleration-based solutions that rely on bagging features, our approach only requires a few seconds of
buffering and is able to run in near real time. It implies that our system does not need to be up running
all the time; we could perform the MOT detection algorithm for only a few seconds as needed, and
suspend the classification to save power consumption as long as motion is detected, which is usually
much easier and lower power to classify. An alternative approach could be to duty cycle the application
to reduce the power consumption.
7. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduce a novel system that detects the transit mode using the fusion of
magnetometer and accelerometer. We discover that the Hall-effect sensor is capable of sensing the weak
magnetic fields distorted by the mechanical motions of a vehicle. We repurpose such field fluctuations
to infer the mode of transportation. Combining with the vibration patterns of a vehicle, our system is
able to robustly detect the transit mode among six different vehicle types, including motorized and nonmotorized vehicles. We collected over 70 hours of transit data that include 32 vehicle models among six
categories (bus, bicycle, train, car, light rail and scooter). Our analysis reports an average accuracy of
94.4% using a cross-device, cross-user neural network model; the feature set extracted from the fusion
of magnetometer and accelerometer show comparable results in three different devices (one Arduino
prototype and two smart phones). In addition, the system leverages frame features and introduces only
a few seconds of delay, and hence can be potentially useful for real-time applications such as personal
digital assistants. Besides MOT, our system is able to reliably infer the phone's in-car positions at an
average accuracy of 92.9% (driver vs. passenger vs. rear seat). Given the ubiquity of these sensors on
current smart devices, we believe Mago has a great potential to be a low-cost, on-the-go solution for
sensing people's transit and further understanding human activities.
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